THIS IS NOT A POSTER,

AND

THAT'S NOT A BOOK

WITH WORK BY

ABBY HACK - ALICE WANG - ANNA BERGHUIS
BHAVANI SRIHIVAS - CARO DE BRITO GOTTLIEB
CHARITY YOUNG - CHRISTINA DE SOTO - CODY DE LA CUEN
DIANA CHEW - ELAINE ROMANO - ELIZABETH WALLACE
ESTI MATULWICZ - GABRIELLA FOLLNER - HUDSON COOKE
IRENE ROSS - ISRAEL NIEVES - IVY XUE - JANETTE LU
JESSICA ZHOU - JHOR VAN DER HORSY - JULIAN CASTELLON
JUNE HO PARK - KARA BRESSLER - KATHRYN WORTHAM
KATIE SCHNEER - KYRA GREGORY - MACLEAN COLLINS
MAYA VON ZIEGESAR - NAZENIN ELCI - PEARL THOMPSON
ROLAND NOHIER - SANNEH - SAVANNAH MCHINTOSH
SEB BENZECRY - SUSAN LIU - YUANYUAN ZHAO - YUNZI SHI

AN EXHIBITION OF HANDMADE POSTERS
AND ARTISTS’ BOOKS BY SENIORS AND JUNIORS
IN PRINCETON’S PROGRAM IN VISUAL ARTS,
ORGANIZED BY FACULTY MEMBER PAM LINS